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Bill Gates & Jeffrey Epstein – Deep State Intel Assets?

AP Images
Bill Gates

High-flying pedophile Jeffrey Epstein may be
dead, but his convenient demise by jailhouse
“suicide” will not stop the continuing release
of evidence incriminating many of the
world’s richest and most powerful movers
and shakers in his vile child-sex trafficking.
Nor will it shield these privileged elites from
constant inquisitions by independent
journalists, news organizations, and media
platforms that haven’t been bought up,
controlled, or intimidated by the globalist
thought cartel.

Britain’s Prince Andrew has found this out,
as he continues to be hammered in the press
for his longtime association and alleged sex-
capades with Epstein. The scandal has
caused the disgraced 62-year-old British
royal, younger brother of King Charles, to be
stripped of his royal patronages and military
affiliations, as well as reportedly being
banished from Buckingham Palace. And
now, a new Netflix movie has been
announced starring Rufus Sewell (as
Andrew) and Gillian Anderson (as Emily
Maitlis, the reporter who conducted the
2019 BBC bombshell interview with Andrew
regarding Epstein). On top of this, Virginia
Giuffre, who sued him for sexually abusing
her when she was a 17-year-old and has won
an out-of-court settlement against him
(reportedly worth millions), will soon be
publishing her memoir (also reportedly
worth millions) that is guaranteed to keep
the Epstein story alive — and keep many of
the “great and good” nervously awake at
nights.

Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates has not suffered the same scrutiny and bruising as Prince Andrew,
but, as he found out in a recent grilling by Australia’s ABC presenter Sarah Ferguson, his Epstein
problems are not going away anytime soon. Ferguson clearly got under Gates’ skin with her persistent
questioning about his relationship to Epstein and the relationship of Epstein to the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation. “One of the issues that has dogged you is that of your relationship to Jeffrey Epstein. Do
you regret,” she asked, “the relationship you maintained with him against Melinda’s advice and
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wishes?” “You’re going way back in time,” Gates responded, “but I will say for the, you know, over the
100th time, yeah, I shouldn’t have had dinners with him.” “Epstein had a way of sexually compromising
people,” she continued, “is that what Melinda was warning you about?”

Gates: “No, I mean, uh, no, I had dinner with him and that’s all.”

Ferguson: ”And that you regret the relationship, acquaintance…”

Gates: “That I had dinner with him.”

Ferguson: “And the relationship between the foundation and Epstein which…”

Gates: “There never was any relationship of any kind.”

NO relationship! Just dinner (or dinners). NEVER any relationship of any kind! Really? REALLY?

Why the Epstein-Gates Relationship Matters

Despite repeated protestations by Bill Gates in multiple interviews that he merely had dinner
(sometimes he has expanded that into the plural, dinners) with the infamous sex deviant/influence
peddler, evidence continues to pile up showing that the Epstein-Gates relationship goes back much
further than previously acknowledged in various admissions and news accounts. Why does this matter?
Do details of the sordid sex lives of the rich and famous hold importance for anything other than
providing titillating gossip for the tabloids? Well, yes, when the rich and famous in question hold a
public trust, as in politicians who make laws and public policy under which we must live, or influential
public figures who sway and guide the politicians that formulate those laws and policies.

Bill Gates is not only one of the richest men on the planet, but also one of the most powerful. With the
billions he has doled out to universities, medical schools, hospitals, science centers, and United Nations
programs through his Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, he has made himself the world’s health czar.
Bill Gates, more than any other individual, can claim credit for the historic achievement of locking down
the entire planet, following the Covid model provided by Communist China. He could not have done it
simply by his own blatherings, of course. He was backed up by hundreds of paid lackeys — physicians,
virologists, epidemiologists, biologists, etc. — from prestigious universities and research institutions
who gave him credibility concerning a supposedly existential threat from a “novel” virus that no one
(except those who created it) knew anything about.

Buying Presstitutes

In addition, as an investigation by Columbia Journalism Review found a couple of years ago
(“Journalism’s Gates keepers”), Bill Gates has bought favorable coverage for himself (as well as smears
and censorship for his critics) from the Fake News presstitutes by pouring hundreds of millions of
dollars into NPR, BBC, NBC, Al Jazeera, ProPublica, National Journal, The Guardian,
Univision, Medium, the Financial Times, The Atlantic, The New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, and
many other “news” operations. Bill Gates is also a big wheel with the World Economic Forum, where,
among other things, he is boosting the WEF’s megalomaniacal Great Reset and promoting the idea that
the global Covid lockdowns should be replicated in climate lockdowns to save us from the nonexistent
threat of global warming.

So, yes, the Epstein-Gates relationship matters — beyond the prurient details upon which the media
stories would prefer to have us fixate. The recent examples of Rep. Eric Swalwell’s (D-Calif.) affair with
China spy “honeypot” Fang Fang and Hunter Biden’s notorious drug-drenched sex romps and his trips
to China and deals with (Chinese Communist Party) CCP officials remind us that sexual compromise is
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one of the oldest weapons employed by intelligence agencies.

Epstein “Belonged to Intelligence”

Alexander Acosta, the U.S. attorney who cut the shockingly lenient 2007 plea deal with Epstein that
allowed him to continue his child-sex trafficking criminal enterprise, said, “I was told Epstein ‘belonged
to intelligence’ and to leave it alone.” In other words, Epstein’s operations “are above your pay grade,”
so you’d better drop it. The unspoken implication is that Epstein was a protected CIA asset performing
some sort of Deep State service for our “national security.” It will be interesting to see if the newly
established House Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the Federal Government chaired by
Rep. Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) is willing to dig into this corrupt dunghill of Augean stables proportions.

CIA, Mossad, MI6, KGB — All of the Above?

If Jeffrey Epstein did indeed “belong to intelligence,” as abundant evidence indicates, then the next
question is, “Which intelligence service was his master?” That’s not an easy one to answer, since
besides the CIA, plenty of clues point also to Israel’s Mossad, Britain’s MI6, and even Russia’s KGB-
FSB/GRU.

A crucial clue in the Epstein/intelligence puzzle is Ghislaine Maxwell, his partner in crime, who is now
serving a 20-year sentence in federal prison in Florida. Although virtually unknown to the general
public until Epstein’s 2019 arrest, the 61-year-old socialite was well known in elite social circles for
decades as Epstein’s constant companion, “lieutenant,” and chief procurer of young girls for Epstein
and his sex-and-influence-peddling empire.

Ghislaine Maxwell is the youngest daughter of British media mogul Robert Maxwell, who died
mysteriously (supposedly after falling off his yacht, the Lady Ghislaine) in 1991. Robert Maxwell’s
connections to both the Soviet KGB and British MI6 date back to the World War II era. Thirty years ago,
in March of 1992, The New American reported (in “The Maxwell Legacy”):

According to Maxwell biographer Tom Bower in his book Maxwell: The Outsider (1991,
Mandarin), the magnate’s KGB connections go back to the end of World War II. Born Jan
Ludwig Hoch in 1923 in Eastern Czechoslovakia, at age 16 he joined the Czech Legion, a
force organized by the British to fight the Germans. He changed his name to Ivan du
Maurier, then Leslie Jones and, finally, Robert Maxwell. At the end of the war, Maxwell’s
assignments included interrogating German prisoners and supervising the German-language
newspaper in the British occupation zone. During the elections for the Berlin assembly in
October 1946, Maxwell was chosen as a representative of the British to monitor voting in
the Soviet sector. “At one stage during his posting, either willingly or unwillingly, Maxwell
apparently compromised himself with the Russians,” wrote Bower in his unauthorized
biography. Bower’s source is a Soviet defector identified as Zaloman Levitsky, an officer of
the GRU (military intelligence). Zaloman and Colonel Alexandre Yevgenovich Koinkov of the
KGB reportedly worked together in the late 1960’s on an assignment to set up a meeting
between Maxwell and KGB chief Yuri Andropov. Koinkov had informed Levitsky that in
Berlin after the war, Maxwell had signed a document promising to assist the KGB if
required.

A 1994 German documentary, Robert Maxwell’s Million-Dollar Deals by Christina Wilkening and Silvia
Kauffeldt (co-produced by Tele Potsdam and Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk), interviewed additional former
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Soviet agents, including KGB Colonel Stanislav Sorokin, who disclosed further details concerning
Maxwell’s service to the Soviet Union. In 1990, Maxwell put up $50 million to establish the Gorbachev
Maxwell Institute of Technology in Minnesota.

John Preston’s 2021 biography, Fall: The Mysterious Life and Death of Robert Maxwell, sheds more
light on the business magnate’s ties to British intelligence. The New York Post summarized some of
Preston’s findings:

[Maxwell’s] fluency in Russian, English and French landed him assignments from Britain’s
intelligence services and a job running a propaganda operation in postwar Berlin. 

There, Robert launched his publishing empire by buying up a huge catalog of German
scientific research — with the help of an unprecedented investment from MI6, Britain’s
foreign intelligence agency. 

“He effectively became our agent,” Desmond Bristow, a former British intelligence officer,
tells Preston in the book.

Regarding Maxwell’s ties to Israeli intelligence, our 1992 story in The New American noted claims by
left-wing New York Times reporter Seymour Hersh:

Shortly before his death. Maxwell was named as a collaborator with the Israeli Mossad in
Seymour Hersh’s new book, The Samson Option, an exposé of Israel’s secret nuclear
weapons program. Hersh charged that Nicholas Davies, foreign editor of the London Daily
Mirror, was a paid Mossad agent, and Maxwell, the Mirror’s owner, had maintained a close
relationship with the intelligence service. Maxwell, a Jew, had close ties with many Israeli
leaders, including Premier Yitzhak Shamir and former premier Shimon Peres. He was buried
on the Mount of Olives overlooking Jerusalem, the city where he had planned to retire to in
a few years.

Robert Maxwell, Israel’s Superspy (2003) by Gordon Thomas is one of many additional sources that
have piled on evidence indicating Maxwell did indeed work for the Mossad as well as the KGB and MI6.
 

Gates, Epstein and the Maxwell Sisters — Ghislaine, Isabel, and Christine

Maxwell’s death revealed that the reputed billionaire was actually swimming in debt and had robbed his
employees’ pension funds of hundreds of millions of dollars. With the family struggling against lawsuits
and scandal, Ghislaine left Britain for New York City, and soon moved in with Jeffrey Epstein.

Future articles will provide a more thorough account, but for the purposes of this brief review we offer
these clues that point to a very substantial and troubling relationship between Jeffery Epstein and Bill
Gates — and between with both men and various intelligence services:

According to former Israeli intelligence official Ari Ben-Menashe, in interviews with Zev Shalev of
the independent news outlet Narativ and Whitney Webb of Mint Press News, Maxwell was a
longtime Israeli operative and had recruited Epstein as far back as the 1980s.
In the 2019 book Epstein: Dead Men Tell No Tales, Ben-Menashe says he was Robert Maxwell’s
Mossad handler and was also the one who introduced Ghislaine and Epstein to Mossad work.
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Ben-Menashe confirms what was obvious for many years: that Epstein was running a classic
“honey trap” blackmail operation to ensnare influential political and business elites in
compromising (and criminal) sexual exploits. Ben-Menashe fingers Mossad, but Israeli
intelligence could not have carried out such a long-term, high-profile operation without the
knowledge and approval of the CIA and FBI.
Apparel billionaire Leslie Wexner (who made a fortune with his Victoria’s Secret empire) was
Epstein’s main funder. He gave Epstein power of attorney over his fortune, and built a mansion
for him on Wexner’s lavish Ohio estate. Wexner also had multimillion-dollar dealings with Ehud
Barak, the former Israeli prime minister, defense minister, and former head of Aman, Israel’s
military intelligence directorate.
Ehud Barak’s Epstein ties became a key issue in his failed Israeli presidential campaign in 2019,
with the Jerusalem Post, Times of Israel, Haaretz, and other Israeli media outlets posting photos
of him entering Epstein’s now-notorious New York penthouse and reporting on Barak’s business
partnership with Epstein in the geolocation software company Carbyne (formerly called Reporty).
Barak also admitted to having been to Epstein’s infamous “Orgy Island,” though he said he did not
engage in any sexual activities there.
Ghislaine Maxwell and her older twin sisters, Christine and Isabel, also have extensive
connections to Israeli intelligence, dating back to their father’s role in the 1980s with Israel in the
scandal involving selling the pirated PROMIS spyware to various countries and agencies.
Contrary to reports in The New York Times and other media outlets, Bill Gates’ relationship with
Epstein dates back prior to 2000, and did not begin in 2011, as Gates has stated.
Isabel and Christine Maxwell, along with Ghislaine, created the McKinley Group, a high-tech
investment company, in the early 1990s that formed business partnerships with Microsoft co-
founders Bill Gates and Paul Allen for the Magellan Internet Directory and CommTouch, a
software company founded by “former” Israeli intelligence officials. Isabel Maxwell is a World
Economic Forum “Technology Pioneer.”
Dr. Melanie Walker, a major connection to Epstein and Gates (and Prince Andrew), first met
Epstein in 1992, used one of his properties as her address while in college, and in 1998 was hired
as his “science advisor” after finishing medical school. Walker, a glamorous neurosurgeon,
married Microsoft president Steven Sinofsky and, in 2006, became a top Gates Foundation
advisor. She was a Young Global Leader of the World Economic Forum, and is an Agenda
Contributor to the WEF. (Epstein was also a regular WEF attendee, as well as being a member of
the Council on Foreign Relations and the ultra-elite Trilateral Commission.)
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation says that “China is an important strategic partner for our
foundation in realizing our global goals.” Gates’ close friendship with Xi Jinping, his investments
in and collaboration with Communist China, his induction into the Chinese Academy of
Engineering, and many additional Beijing ties make him a top prospect for
recruitment/compromise by Chinese intelligence services.
Epstein’s Russian ties (besides Robert Maxwell) include: Peter Listerman, the infamous Russian
procurer of young Russian and Ukrainian girls for Western men of wealth; longtime friend Kira
Dikhtyar, Russian supermodel/actress, “women’s rights activist,” and pal of Putin oligarchs; and
Igor Zinoviev, Russian MMA fighter who was Epstein’s bodyguard and driver. A 2016 New York
Post story reported that Epstein’s Manhattan mansion housed a group of beautiful, young Russian
playmates.
Event 201, the 2019 pandemic simulation sponsored by the World Economic Forum and the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, which set the stage for the global Covid lockdowns and mRNA jab
rollouts, was completely a Deep State operation, and included former CIA Deputy Director Avril
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Haines as a key participant.

The Bill Gates-Jeffrey Epstein connection is not merely a titillating sex scandal involving the rich and
famous; it is at the very heart of the corruption, conspiracy, and treason that threaten to destroy our
nation, our civilization, our freedoms, and everything we hold dear.
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